
Scrutiny comments on examination of  Review of Mining plan(ROMP-

1450) along with FMCP  of Seethainaga lime stone mine  G.O.N.26, over 

an area of  2.415 hect  in village – Alambadi&Karikali,Taluk –Vedasandur, 

District –Dindigul,  submitted by  M/s. Chettinad Cement Corporation. 

                                 ( Cat ‘A’ / Machanised /captive/Non-Forest) 

**** 

   Mine code : 38TMN33014 

  

 

1. As per the lease deed  Form K, the name of the mine is in the name  of 

Chettinad cement corporation Limited, and the recent letter received 

from state Government also stated the  same hence the Name change 

should get letter form stare Government. Hence the name of the 

company has to be modified in all relevant pages /Para’s / plates. 

 

2. The consent Letter / Undertaking /Certificate form are to be enclose 

after  the Financial Assurance as  Part –B  

 

3. Para 1.0 page  7: The survey number given in the  details other land in 

mining table is not matching with land details given in the Annexure -3. 

 

4. Para  1.(e)  the location of the BH are to be marked in the Geological 

plan  and section 

 

5. Para1.j.1 :  The depletion of reserve should be furnished base on the  

year wise  production achieved up to 30.8.18, hence the year wise 

production details are to be furnished. 

 

6. Para 1.k : In the re -estimation of the reserve has estimated base on the 

recent BH, But  the reserve has estimated only for the one block. ie Pit -1 

Alambadi pit out of the  3 Pits, The remaining Two pits reserve has not 

estimated.  

 

7. Para 8.6 financial assurance: It observed that  area taken for  excavation 

is found not correct, The Alambadi pit itself cover the area of  1.77 hect 

hence  it should be checked and corrected accordingly the Financial 

assurance should be calculated. 



 

8. Certified copies of the educational qualifications and experience of QP 

should be enclosed. 

9. All the above modifications may be carried out in CD also and 

submitted. 

 

PLATE 

10. Plate 03: Pit/ bench position of the karikali pits are to be marked. 

 

11. Plate 04 : The geology of the Karikali pits ie survey no 1391/3 and 

              1391/4 is not given and the dip and strike are not marked  

         (ii) The section line marking are not given. 

 

12. Plate 05: The section are to be  drawn at least 1: 1000 scale for   

         better study the   litho units ,Hence the section are to be redrawn. 

 

13. Plate  07: The year wise section is not readable it should be  

         Readable scale. 

 

  


